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808 PRINTS
808 prints is a brooklyn based screenprinting and embroidery 
company. I obtained this internship through a client. For my 
internship i had been told that i would be working on t shirt 
graphics for the company.





For my first asignment i designed a 
simple pattern using just 1 color that 
displays 808 prints.The placement 
was on the back of a t shirt. 
Designed mainly for employees.

PROJECT 1



PROJECT 2
My second project I designed a 
simple 3 color graphic that displays 
808 with a bit of a grunge effect.

The graphic and mock up were done 
by me and the screen printing was 
done by the owner.



for my third project i was assigned to 
creat a graphic based on a
 basketball concept

I used illustrator for the vector and 
photoshop for the mockup

PROJECT 3



On my final project i collaborated on a graphic with a tattoo artist.
 
The tattoo artist drew up a unique version of the mona lisa. then i 
had to bitmap this drawing so it could be screen printed. 

The screen printing process was a one color job on the mona lisa 
drawing and another color for the 808 prints logo

I got to work on this project from start to finish because i also 
screen printed these shirts

PROJECT 4







For my self-evaluation working as a graphic designer and screen 
printing for 808 Prints a I would have to say I am very surprised at 
how well i managed to learn and to execute something I have 
never done before. As a graphic designer I would consider the type 
of work I do to be great because typically It was work for school 
or for clients and it would usually be printed on paper or displayed 
digitally. But I have really learned immensely with the guidance of 
my boss.

SELF EVALUATION



THANK YOU.
Manuel pajarito


